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Prokofiev Symphony No 6
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Welcome

29 & 30 November 2016

Welcome
Kathryn McDowell

Living Music
In Brief
A very warm welcome to tonight’s concert at the
Barbican Centre. In this programme we explore
some of the finest works by Tchaikovsky and
Prokofiev, and are joined by two musicians whose
long and successful careers have been shaped
by the music of these composers.
The LSO is delighted that Valery Gergiev, former
Principal Conductor of the Orchestra, will be returning
to conduct Prokofiev’s Symphony No 6 in the year
marking 125 years since the composer’s birth –
an anniversary that Valery Gergiev has been marking
with performances around the globe. This symphony
was one of the very first works that he performed
with the LSO back in 2004, and a pivotal moment
in his appointment as Principal Conductor.
It is a huge pleasure to welcome back Barry Douglas
to perform Tchaikovsky’s celebrated Piano Concerto
No 1. This year marks 30 years since he won
the Gold Medal at the International Tchaikovsky
Competition in 1986, and we are delighted that he
celebrates this milestone with the LSO this evening.
I hope you enjoy the performance, and that you
will be able to join us again soon. On Sunday 4
December we welcome composer John Adams for
the first of two concerts centred around his own
music, featuring his nativity opera-oratorio El Niño.

Kathryn McDowell CBE DL
Managing Director

BRITISH COMPOSER AWARDS
The LSO is delighted that eight alumni of its
composer schemes have been nominated for
British Composer Awards. Luke Bedford, Leo
Chadburn, Joe Cutler, Tansy Davies, Emily Howard,
Oliver Leith, Anna Meredith and Richard Walley are
all up for awards, along with Jonathan Dove for
The Monster in the Maze, an LSO co-commission.
The winners will be announced on 6 December.
britishcomposerawards.com

A WARM WELCOME TO OUR GROUPS
The LSO offers great benefits for groups of ten or
more, including 20% discount on standard tickets.
At these concerts we are delighted to welcome:
Mariinsky Theatre Trust
Elizabeth Simpson & Friends
Adele Friedland & Friends
Doreen Mason & Friends
Colchester Sixth Form College
Fiona Macmillan & Friends
lso.co.uk/groups

London Symphony Orchestra
Living Music

December 2016
Highlights

Nikolaj Znaider (18 Dec)

JOHN ADAMS AT 70

JOHN ADAMS AT 70

PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION

MOZART AND TCHAIKOVSKY

Sun 4 Dec 2016 7pm

Thu 8 Dec 2016 7.30pm

Wed 14 Dec 2016 7.30pm

Sun 18 Dec 2016 7pm

Barbican Hall

Barbican Hall

Barbican Hall

Barbican Hall

John Adams El Niño

Bartók Hungarian Sketches

Ravel La valse

Mozart Violin Concerto No 1

Stravinsky Orpheus

Shostakovich Violin Concerto No 1

Mozart Violin Concerto No 4

John Adams Scheherazade.2

Michael Taplin Ebbing Tides

Tchaikovsky Symphony No 4

John Adams conductor
Joelle Harvey soprano

(world premiere, Panufnik commission)

Jennifer Johnson Cano mezzo-soprano

John Adams conductor

Mussorgsky arr Ravel Pictures at

Daniel Bubeck, Brian Cummings,

Leila Josefowicz violin

an Exhibition

Davone Tines bass

6pm LSO Platforms: Guildhall Artists

Fabien Gabel conductor

London Symphony Chorus

Chamber works by Stravinsky

James Ehnes violin

Simon Halsey chorus director

and Bartók

Nikolaj Znaider conductor/violin

Nathan Medley counter-tenors

Supported by LSO Friends. LSO Panufnik
Scheme commission supported by Lady
Hamlyn & The Helen Hamlyn Trust.

lso.co.uk
020 7638 8891
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Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840–93)
Fantasy Overture: Romeo and Juliet (1869, rev 1880)
Love crushed by a hostile fate was a subject that appealed
deeply to Tchaikovsky, and he treated it many times in
various guises. His Fantasy Overture: Romeo and Juliet is
often considered to be his first undisputed masterpiece.
PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
ANDREW HUTH is a musician,
writer and translator who writes
extensively on French, Russian and
Eastern European music.

MILY BALAKIREV (1837–1910)
was part of a group of composers
in St Petersburg known as The Five,
together with Alexander Borodin,

He was stimulated, helped, and at times confused
and bullied during its composition by the strange,
brilliant and dogmatic composer Mily Balakirev, the
leader of the Nationalist composers in St Petersburg.
After a performance there of Tchaikovsky’s tonepoem Fatum, Balakirev gave the younger composer
some frank and generally beneficial advice; and
when the two men spent some time together in
Moscow in the summer of 1869 it was Balakirev
who not only suggested the subject of Shakespeare’s
play but also tried to dictate to Tchaikovsky the
exact shape it should take.

Tchaikovsky finished the piece that November and
it was performed in Moscow on 16 March 1870.
Neither he nor Balakirev was entirely happy with
the beginning and ending, and Tchaikovsky revised
the score; a further big revision was undertaken
in 1880, and this is the version we hear today.
The score is dedicated to Balakirev, although their
association soon cooled, and it was ten years before
they met again in person when Balakirev was to
provide Tchaikovsky with inspiration for his ‘Manfred’
Symphony. And although we might think that this
overture was Tchaikovsky’s last word on the subject,
he was later fired to write a Romeo and Juliet opera,
an idea that came to nothing, although he was still
thinking of it shortly before his death in 1893.

COMING UP AT LSO ST LUKE’S IN 2017

César Cui, Modest Mussorgsky and
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov. Balakirev
took on the unofficial role of mentor
to the group but became somewhat
of an authoritarian. He would reject
outright any musical opinion that
differed from his own, which led
to all of The Five’s music sounding
increasingly similar and more like his
own. He had a nervous breakdown in
1871, and abandoned all aspects of
his musical life to find solace in the
Russian Orthodox Church and new
employment as a provincial railway
clerk. By this point he had stopped
composing altogether.

Tchaikovsky began the composition that October,
but soon after wrote to Balakirev, ‘I’m completely
played out, and not even one mildly tolerable idea
comes into my head’. Balakirev was having none
of that. Under his encouragement Tchaikovsky
worked out an elaborate sonata structure in which
episodes not only describe the characters of the
play, but express the relations between them. Thus
the solemn introduction conveys the pervasive
role of Friar Lawrence, while the stormy Allegro
first subject with its violent off-beats expresses the
deadly feud between the Montague and Capulet
families. The two young lovers are enshrined in the
extended second theme, one of Tchaikovsky’s great
melodic inspirations. The progress of the music
sets the different ideas in changing relationships
to one another, with the coda presenting the play’s
tragic conclusion of the deaths of the lovers and the
reconciliation of their families.

BBC RADIO 3 LUNCHTIME CONCERTS:
RUSSIAN REVOLUTIONARIES
Four pianists delve into the riches of the Russian
piano repertoire before and after the momentous
events that took place in 1917, 100 years ago.
Thu 2 Feb 2017 1pm, LSO St Luke’s
ELISABETH LEONSKAJA
Thu 9 Feb 2017 1pm, LSO St Luke’s
ALEXEI VOLODIN
Thu 16 Feb 2017 1pm, LSO St Luke’s
ANNA VINNITSKAYA
Thu 23 Feb 2017 1pm, LSO St Luke’s
VADYM KHOLODENKO

Book now
lso.co.uk | 020 7638 8891

lso.co.uk
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Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
Piano Concerto No 1 in B-flat minor Op 23 (1874)
1

ALLEGRO NON TROPPO E MOLTO MAESTOSO –
ALLEGRO CON SPIRITO

2

ANDANTINO SEMPLICE – PRESTISSIMO

3

ALLEGRO CON FUOCO
BARRY DOUGLAS PIANO

PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
ANDREW HUTH

NIKOLAI RUBINSTEIN (1835–81)
was a Russian pianist, conductor
and composer, and younger brother
of pianist Anton Rubinstein. Both
brothers were considered to be
among the greatest pianists of
the 19th century, although Nikolai

This concerto is now so famous and popular that
it comes as something of a surprise to hear about
the impression it made on its first listener. We don’t
know what prompted Tchaikovsky to compose it
towards the end of 1874, but we know only too
well what happened when he played it to his friend
Nikolai Rubinstein, hoping for some friendly technical
advice on the solo piano writing. As Tchaikovsky later
recalled, Rubinstein was at first silent, then began
to shout that ‘… my concerto was worthless, that
it was unplayable … that there were only two or
three pages that could be retained, and that the
rest would have to be scrapped’.

was somewhat overshadowed by
his brother; he had a restrained
performance style, unlike his brother
Anton, whose fiery, passionate
performances gained him an
international reputation. Nikolai
founded the Moscow Conservatory
in 1866, through which he met
the young Tchaikovsky, whom
he employed to teach harmony.
Nikolai was known for his explosive
temper, and his enraged reaction to
Tchaikovsky’s First Piano Concerto

Rubinstein was usually very well disposed towards
Tchaikovsky’s music, so what went wrong? The
most likely explanation is that Tchaikovsky wasn’t
up to giving a convincing impression of this hugely
demanding work. He was a competent pianist but no
virtuoso and Rubinstein probably heard more wrong
notes than right ones in the composer’s nervous
performance. Rubinstein soon changed his opinion,
though, for not only did he conduct the first Moscow
performance less than a year later, he then learned
the solo part and eventually became one of its most
persuasive champions.

tonic minor key as much as possible. The concerto’s
opening announces it as a work that looks outwards
rather than inwards. After a striking horn call the
music moves immediately into D-flat, the relative
major key, for a great swinging melody which is
never heard again in the course of the work. After
this grand introduction, there is something very
tentative about the appearance of B-flat minor
when the soloist introduces the main body of the
movement at a quicker tempo with a delicate
tripping theme based on a Ukrainian folksong, and
towards the end of the movement the minor mode
is banished with almost nervous haste.
The slow movement is a nocturne-like meditation,
one of Tchaikovsky’s great melodic inspirations.
At its centre lies a fast section in which, beneath
the soloist’s figurations, the strings play another
borrowed tune: a French song called Il faut s’amuser,
danser et rire, apparently a great favourite of the
Belgian singer Désirée Artôt with whom Tchaikovsky
had for a time fancied himself in love.
The opening of the finale recalls the music
vigorously to the tonic minor key with another
Ukrainian tune; but it is not the character of this
lively dance that dominates the movement. That
position is held by the second theme, a surging
melody that provides a perfectly satisfying balance
to the first movement’s long introduction, and at
the same time confirms the concerto as one of
Tchaikovsky’s most extrovert works.

caused a rift between the two men,
bridged only when he withdrew his
initial criticism and finally performed
the work in 1878.

The concerto has puzzled many other people since
then, usually the people who expect a minor-key
piece by Tchaikovsky to be full of anguish and
self-revealing pathos. In fact this work seems more
to be about avoiding darkness by underplaying the

INTERVAL – 20 MINUTES
There are bars on all levels of the Concert Hall; ice cream
can be bought at the stands on the Stalls and Circle level.
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Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
Composer Profile

Sergei Prokofiev
Composer Profile

Tchaikovsky was born in KamskoVotkinsk in the Vyatka province
of Russia on 7 May 1840; his
father was a mining engineer,
his mother of French extraction.
In 1848 the family moved to the
imperial capital, St Petersburg,
where Pyotr was enrolled at
the School of Jurisprudence. He
overcame his grief at his mother’s
death in 1854 by composing and
performing, and music remained
a diversion from his job – as a
clerk at the Ministry of Justice
– until he enrolled as a full-time
student at the St Petersburg
Conservatory in 1863. His First Symphony was warmly received at its
St Petersburg premiere in 1868. Swan Lake, the first of Tchaikovsky’s
three great ballet scores, was written in 1876 for Moscow’s Bolshoi
Theatre. Between 1869 and the year of his death Tchaikovsky composed
over 100 songs, cast mainly in the impassioned Romance style and
textually preoccupied with the frustration and despair associated
with love, conditions that characterised his personal relationships.

Prokofiev was born in the Ukraine
and from an early age showed a
prodigious ability as both composer
and pianist. He gained a place at
the St Petersburg Conservatory
at the age of 13 and shortly
thereafter acquired a reputation
for the uncompromising nature of
his music. According to one critic,
the audience at the 1913 premiere
of the composer’s Second Piano
Concerto were left ‘frozen with
fright, hair standing on end’.
He left Russia after the 1917
Revolution, but decided to return
to Moscow with his wife and
family 19 years later, apparently unaware of Stalin’s repressive regime.

Tchaikovsky’s hasty decision to marry an almost unknown admirer in
1877 proved a disaster, his homosexuality combining strongly with his
sense of entrapment. By now he had completed his Fourth Symphony,
was about to finish his opera Eugene Onegin, and had attracted the
considerable financial and moral support of Nadezhda von Meck, an
affluent widow. She helped him through his personal crisis and in
1878 he returned to composition with the Violin Concerto.
Tchaikovsky claimed that his Sixth Symphony represented his best
work. The mood of crushing despair heard in all but the work’s third
movement reflected the composer’s troubled state of mind. He
committed suicide nine days after its premiere on 6 November 1893.
Composer Profiles © Andrew Stewart

Before he left for exile, Prokofiev completed his ‘Classical’ Symphony,
a bold and appealing work that revived aspects of 18th-century
musical form, clarity and elegance. He received commissions from arts
organisations in the United States and France, composing his sparkling
opera The Love for Three Oranges for the Chicago Opera Company in
1919–20. His engagements as a recitalist and concerto soloist brought
Prokofiev to a wide audience in Europe and the US, and he was in great
demand to perform his own Piano Concerto No 3.
The ballet Romeo and Juliet and the score for Feinzimmer’s film
Lieutenant Kijé were among Prokofiev’s first Soviet commissions. Both
scores were subsequently cast as concert suites, which have become
cornerstones of the orchestral repertoire. The Fifth Symphony was
intended as ‘a hymn to free and happy Man, to his mighty powers,
his pure and noble spirit’. Prokofiev’s comments, written in 1944 as
the Russian army began to march towards Berlin, reflected his sense
of hope in the future. Sadly, his later years were overshadowed by
illness and the denunciation of his works as ‘formalist’ by the Central
Committee of the Communist Party in 1948.

London Symphony Orchestra

Ligeti’s

Le grand
Sat 14 & Sun 15 Jan 2017
Barbican Hall

Sir Simon Rattle conductor
Peter Sellars director
London Symphony Chorus
Simon Halsey chorus director
A SEMI-STAGED PERFORMANCE
produced by the LSO and Barbican
Part of LSO 2016/17 Season
and Barbican Presents

Death walks into an opera, a fat prince falls off his horse
and the end of the world is passed over in a drunken haze
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Sergei Prokofiev (1891–1953)
Symphony No 6 in E-flat minor Op 111 (1945–47)
1

ALLEGRO MODERATO

2

LARGO

3

VIVACE

PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
DAVID NICE writes, lectures and
broadcasts on music, notably
for BBC Radio 3 and BBC Music
Magazine. His books include short
studies of Richard Strauss, Elgar,
Tchaikovsky and Stravinsky, and a
Prokofiev biography, From Russia to
the West 1891–1935.

THE ZHDANOV DOCTRINE
(1946) AND THE DECREE ON
MUSIC (1948)

Developed by Central
Committee Secretary Andrei
Zhdanov, the Zhdanov Doctrine
maintained that ‘the only conflict
that is possible in Soviet culture
is the conflict between good
and best’. This meant that
artists had to conform to party
ideology or risk punishment.
The original doctrine had
targeted two literary magazines,
Zvezda and Leningrad, but a
further Decree was published in
1948 that specifically targeted
music, and labelled Prokofiev,
amongst others, as a ‘formalist’
whose works were dissonant,
bourgeois, ‘completely alien to
the human ear’ and neglected
‘the wealth of popular melodies‘
belonging to the Soviet people.

The two years following the end of World War II
ought to have been good ones for Prokofiev. In
January 1946 he was awarded two Stalin Prizes,
one for the colossally successful Fifth Symphony
along with the altogether more introspective
Eighth Piano Sonata, the other for music to Part
One of Eisenstein’s film of Ivan the Terrible, and
they were followed in July by a third, for the ballet
Cinderella. His 55th birthday was a cause for national
celebration, and his Soviet-era operas and ballets
were now more widely performed than ever.
What he had lost was his health. Years of
disappointment and nervous tension culminated
in a fall, several days after the triumphant premiere
of the Fifth Symphony in January 1945, which led
to concussion of the brain. His doctors advised
complete rest, but he continued to compose, slowly
but surely. Writing that summer to his colleague
Myaskovsky from the composers’ retreat in the
country where the children of his neighbour and
friend Shostakovich teased him so mercilessly, he
was able to report that the headaches which had
plagued him recurred only on ‘rare days’ and that
he was ‘working for an hour or an hour and a
half each day, and I’ve completed … nearly two
movements of the Sixth Symphony’.
As the work finally reached its completion a year
and a half later, other storm clouds were gathering.
The attacks made by Andrei Zhdanov, Stalin’s righthand man, on theatre, literature and film in 1946,
claiming among their victims the ‘unhistorical’ Part
Two of Ivan the Terrible, had signalled a return to the
bad old days before the war; sure enough, Soviet

music became the next target in the notorious
Decree of 1948. Sandwiched in between was
the Leningrad premiere of the Sixth Symphony on
11 October 1947, conducted by the great Evgeny
Mravinsky. Amazingly, the tragic tone it shares with
a comparable masterpiece in the Shostakovich
canon, the Eighth Symphony, was accepted
by musicologists as a justifiable war memorial
imbued with ‘the creative spirit of Soviet humanism’.
Yet it was blacklisted even before the sweeping
prescriptions of 1948 could do their worst, and in
the revised opinion dictated by the notorious head
of the Composers’ Union Tikhon Khrennikov, it now
belonged instead to the sphere of ‘the abnormal,
the repellent and the pathological’.
Suffering is certainly the keynote, but the underlying
humanism surely takes its cue from the Dante lines
so often quoted by Russians in the later Stalin years:
‘there is no greater sorrow than to recall times
of happiness in misery’. Once the vicious brass
parody of a military goose-step has shocked us into
attention at the start, the first movement’s realm is
one of private sadness lodged in remote minor keys.
Both its principal themes have a limping, maimed
beauty about them. The first, on muted violins and
violas, is threatened by shrill woodwind cries; the
second, given to the two oboes and later cor anglais,
retreats into the world of dreams.
Menace surfaces in a brief eruption of violence
before the development begins with another
helpless melody, tenacious against the ominous
ticking of bassoon and tuba. The first theme,
screwed up to fever pitch, shatters against the
swelling, unsteady pulse of horns, an extraordinary
effect which Prokofiev admitted was supposed to
sound like ‘asthmatic wheezing’ and one not entirely
dismissed by a return to dreams. The trumpet holds

lso.co.uk
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London Symphony Orchestra
LSO Live

an uneasy truce in the last few bars against the
piano’s distant protests.

WAGNER’S PARSIFAL (1882) is
based on Wolfram von Eschenbach’s
13th-century epic poem, Parzival, a
tale of knightly adventures in search
of the Holy Grail. Wagner discovered
this work as early as 1845, but the
first sketch of the prose wasn’t
completed until 1857. In fact, the
opera would take the composer a
further 25 years to complete. Wagner
often abandoned his ideas, taking

Hypertense, steely-scored declamation tells us that
horror is still on the loose at the start of the slow
movement, but the long and noble melody which
then unfolds takes on a surprising Wagnerian hue –
a connection made explicit when Prokofiev rounds
it off with a quotation, in the same colouring, of the
‘sorrow’ motif from Wagner’s last opera Parsifal.
Strenuousness eases with a more wistfully nostalgic
second theme (the consolation here is love, as hints
of Tristan and Isolde reveal). Anguish returns in a
nightmare outburst and is soothed again with a
nocturne for four horns and the fairy-tale consolations
of harp and celeste. The full force of the big melody and
the steely declamation finally yield, too, to Prokofiev’s
most heartbreaking and personal dying fall.

prose in 1877 and completed the
orchestration between 1878 and
1882, the premiere was finally
given at the Bayreuth Festival,
Germany, in 1882.

Bartók Piano Concerto No 3
The Miraculous Mandarin
Valery Gergiev | Yefim Bronfman

London Symphony Orchestra
LSO Live

Stravinsky

The Firebird

Bartók

Piano Concerto No 3
Suite from The Miraculous Mandarin

Valery Gergiev
Yefim Bronfman
London Symphony Orchestra

Recorded live during Valery Gergiev’s final tour as
LSO Principal Conductor, this album is a
special memento of his time with the Orchestra.
Featuring Stravinsky’s epic Firebird, alongside Bartók’s
Third Piano Concerto, performed here by legendary soloist
Yefim Bronfman.

Also available:

them up again years later. Having
finished the second draft of the

Stravinsky The Firebird

Prokofiev’s characteristic sleight of hand then
surprises us as the strings propose a happy Soviet
finale, undermined a little by a coarse, galumphing
figure from the lower instruments. Malign presences
lurk, too, behind a second, bright and breezy
woodwind tune: a mocking echo on tuba, sinister
brass chorales raising earlier spectres.
The public-festival jollity becomes ever more
acidulous before it simply folds up and leaves us
alone with the sad and dreamy oboe theme from
the first movement, even more withdrawn this
time around. The answers to that are two terrifying
screams towards which the Largo had been tending
(they are in the same, edgy orchestration) and final
pride of place for the galumphing rhythm, driving
the symphony towards a last E-flat major chord
which signals not victory but total catastrophe.

London Symphony Orchestra
LSO Live

London Symphony Orchestra
LSO Live

Rachmaninov
Symphony No 1

Berlioz
Roméo et Juliette

Balakirev Tamara

Valery Gergiev

Valery Gergiev
Olga Borodina
Kenneth Tarver
Evgeny Nikitin
Guildhall School Singers
Simon Halsey, London Symphony Chorus
London Symphony Orchestra

London Symphony Orchestra

Rachmaninov

Berlioz

Symphony No 1

Roméo et Juliette

Balakirev
Tamara
**** ‘The LSO plays,
as always, splendidly
for Valery Gergiev.’
BBC Music Magazine

**** ‘ Kenneth Tarver
delivers Mercutio’s Queen
Mab fantasy with elegant
fluency and dash.’
BBC Music Magazine

Available in the Barbican Shop at tonight’s concert
To view the complete LSO Live catalogue or order online visit lso.co.uk
Alternatively please visit iTunes.com for high-quality Mastered for iTunes downloads.

LSO Live – the energy and emotion you only experience live
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Valery Gergiev
Conductor
Valery Gergiev is Artistic and General Director
of the Mariinsky Theatre, Music Director of the
Munich Philharmonic, Principal Conductor of the
World Orchestra for Peace, Artistic Director of the
Pacific Music Festival, Chair of the Organisational
Committee of the International Tchaikovsky
Competition, Honorary President of the Edinburgh
International Festival and Dean of the Faculty of Arts
at the St Petersburg State University.

Music Director
Munich Philharmonic Orchestra
Artistic & General Director
Mariinsky Theatre

Valery Gergiev graduated from the Leningrad State
Rimsky-Korsakov Conservatoire in symphonic
conducting under Professor Ilya Musin. While still a
student at the Conservatoire, he won the Herbert
von Karajan Conducting Competition in Berlin and
the All-Union Conducting Competition in Moscow
and was invited to join the Kirov Theatre (now the
Mariinsky). In 1988 Valery Gergiev was appointed
Musical Director of the Mariinsky Theatre, and since
1996 he has been Artistic and General Director of
the Mariinsky Theatre (Mariinsky Ballet, Opera and
Orchestra ensembles).

Principal Conductor
World Orchestra for Peace
Honorary President
Edinburgh International Festival
Artistic Director
Pacific Music Festival
Stars of the White Nights Festival
New Horizons Festival
Moscow Easter Festival
Rotterdam Philharmonic Gergiev
Festival
Mikkeli Music Festival
Red Sea Classical Music Festival

Valery Gergiev is founder and Artistic Director of the
Stars of the White Nights Festival and New Horizons
Festival in St Petersburg, Moscow Easter Festival,
Rotterdam Philharmonic Gergiev Festival, Mikkeli
Music Festival, and the Red Sea Classical Music
Festival in Eilat, Israel. He has led numerous composer
cycles including Berlioz, Brahms, Dutilleux, Mahler,
Prokofiev, Shostakovich, Stravinsky and Tchaikovsky
in New York, London, Paris and other international
cities. He collaborates regularly with the Metropolitan
Opera, the Vienna Philharmonic, and the orchestras
of La Scala, New York, Munich and Rotterdam.

Valery Gergiev staged a production of Wagner’s
tetralogy Der Ring des Nibelungen in the original
German language, the first such production in
Russian history, in St Petersburg, Moscow, Seoul,
Tokyo, New York and London. Gergiev also champions
contemporary Russian composers such as Rodion
Shchedrin, Boris Tishchenko, Sofia Gubaidulina,
Alexander Raskatov and Pavel Smelkov.
Recent releases for the Mariinsky label include
Prokofiev’s The Gambler (DVD), Wagner’s Das
Rheingold, Shostakovich’s Symphony No 8 and Strauss’
Die Frau Ohne Schatten (DVD). Past releases include
Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concertos Nos 1 and 2 with
Denis Matsuev, and Prokofiev’s Piano Concerto No 3
(also with Denis Matsuev) alongside Prokofiev’s
Symphony No 5.
As Principal Conductor of the LSO from 2007 to
2016, Valery Gergiev performed with the Orchestra
at the Barbican, the BBC Proms and the Edinburgh
International Festival, as well as on extensive tours
of Europe, North America and Asia.
As Music Director Designate he conducted the
Munich Philharmonic in April 2014 replacing an ailing
Lorin Maazel and returns to Carnegie Hall in April
2017 now fully established as the Orchestra’s music
director. In July 2016 he led the international tour of
the National Youth Orchestra of the United States of
America for the second time, an orchestra founded
by Carnegie Hall’s Weill Music Institute.
Valery Gergiev’s many awards include the title of
People’s Artist of Russia, the Dmitri Shostakovich
Award, the Polar Music Prize, Netherland’s Knight of
the Order of the Dutch Lion, Japan’s Order of the Rising
Sun and the French Order of the Legion of Honour.

lso.co.uk
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Barry Douglas
Piano
Barry Douglas has established a major international
career since winning the Gold Medal at the 1986
Tchaikovsky International Piano Competition, Moscow.
As Artistic Director of Camerata Ireland and the
Clandeboye Festival, he continues to celebrate his
Irish heritage while maintaining a busy international
touring schedule.
Recent performing highlights include appearances at
BBC Proms in the Park with the Ulster Orchestra and
at the Yerevan Festival in Armenia; a tour with the
Brussels Philharmonic; and appearances with the
Prague Symphony, Belgrade Philharmonic, Szczecin
Philharmonic and Galicia Symphony Orchestras. He
has previously given concerts with the BBC Scottish
Symphony, Russian National, Cincinnati Symphony,
Singapore Symphony, Berlin Radio Symphony,
Staatskapelle Halle, Orchestre National de France,
Seattle Symphony, Melbourne Symphony, Royal
Liverpool Philharmonic and Hong Kong Philharmonic
Orchestras, among others.
The 2016/17 season has seen him perform season
opening concerts with the St Petersburg Academic
Philharmonia and Ulster Orchestra, with whom
he also performs all three Tchaikovsky Concertos
throughout the season in a series dedicated to the
30th anniversary of his Tchaikovsky Competition
win. This season, Barry also appears with the
Colorado Springs Philharmonic, RTE National
Symphony Orchestra with the complete Tchaikovsky
works for solo piano and orchestra, and Tatarstan
National Symphony Orchestra. With the Birmingham
Contemporary Music Group, Barry also performed
the world premiere of a new work by Kevin Volans,
and he will play in recitals throughout the world, with
highlight tours in the UK, Italy, France and the US.

Barry is an exclusive Chandos recording artist and
recently recorded six albums of Brahms’ full works for
solo piano, which have received much critical praise.
International Record Review wrote that ‘this is indeed
Brahms playing of the utmost integrity and authority ...
this cycle looks set to become a benchmark version’.
2014 also saw the release of Celtic Reflections – an
exploration of Irish folk music through 18 of Barry’s
own arrangements – from ancient melodies to pieces
by contemporary songwriters. This season sees the
release of Barry’s latest recordings: a second Celtic
disc entitled Celtic Airs, and the second volume of
his Schubert solo piano works series.
In 1999 Barry Douglas founded the chamber orchestra
Camerata Ireland to celebrate and nurture the very
best of young musicians from both Northern and the
Republic of Ireland. In addition to striving for musical
excellence, one of the Orchestra’s aims is to further
the peace process in Ireland by promoting dialogue
and collaboration through its musical education
programmes. Barry regularly tours with Camerata
Ireland throughout the world and will visit the US
and South America this season. Highlights of past
seasons were Camerata Ireland’s debut at the BBC
Proms in London and a world premiere of a new
cantata commissioned by The Honourable The Irish
Society, At Sixes and Sevens, performed alongside
the London Symphony Orchestra to celebrate DerryLondonderry becoming City of Culture 2013.
Barry Douglas received the Order of the British
Empire (OBE) in the 2002 New Year’s Honours List
for services to music.
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London Symphony Orchestra
On stage
FIRST VIOLINS
Roman Simovic Leader
Carmine Lauri
Lennox Mackenzie
Clare Duckworth
Nigel Broadbent
Ginette Decuyper
Gerald Gregory
Jörg Hammann
Maxine Kwok-Adams
Claire Parfitt
Laurent Quenelle
Harriet Rayfield
Colin Renwick
Sylvain Vasseur
Rhys Watkins
Eleanor Fagg
SECOND VIOLINS
David Alberman
Thomas Norris
Sarah Quinn
Miya Väisänen
David Ballesteros
Matthew Gardner
Naoko Keatley
Belinda McFarlane
William Melvin
Iwona Muszynska
Andrew Pollock
Paul Robson
Hazel Mulligan
Robert Yeomans

VIOLAS
Jane Atkins
Gillianne Haddow
Malcolm Johnston
German Clavijo
Lander Echevarria
Anna Bastow
Robert Turner
Jonathan Welch
Elizabeth Butler
Richard Holttum
Caroline O’Neill
Anna Dorothea Vogel

FLUTES
Adam Walker
Alex Jakeman

CELLOS
Tim Hugh
Alastair Blayden
Jennifer Brown
Noel Bradshaw
Eve-Marie Caravassilis
Daniel Gardner
Hilary Jones
Amanda Truelove
Nicholas Cooper
Steffan Morris

CLARINETS
Chris Richards
Thomas Lessels

DOUBLE BASSES
Colin Paris
Patrick Laurence
Matthew Gibson
Thomas Goodman
Joe Melvin
Jani Pensola
Ivan Rubido Gonzalez
Nicholas Worters

PICCOLOS
Sharon Williams
OBOES
Olivier Stankiewicz
Rosie Jenkins
COR ANGLAIS
Christine Pendrill

E-FLAT CLARINET
Chi-Yu Mo
BASS CLARINET
Laurent Ben Slimane
BASSOONS
Rachel Gough
Joost Bosdijk
CONTRA BASSOON
Dominic Morgan

Your views
Inbox
HORNS
Timothy Jones
Angela Barnes
Philip Woods
Jonathan Lipton
James Pillai
TRUMPETS
Philip Cobb
Gerald Ruddock
Dan Newell
Gareth Bimson
TROMBONES
Dudley Bright
James Maynard
BASS TROMBONE
Paul Milner
TUBA
Patrick Harrild
TIMPANI
Nigel Thomas
PERCUSSION
Neil Percy
Sam Walton
Antoine Bedewi
Helen Edordu
HARP
Bryn Lewis

THU 10 NOV – PABLO HERAS-CASADO AND RENAUD CAPUÇON

Jessica Duchen Strong, streamlined, eloquent
Schumann Violin Concerto from @RCapucon &
@londonsymphony tonight.
Jari Kallio A sublime masterpiece indeed!
Unjustly neglected!! @londonsymphony @RCapucon
Hallie Ruth Hite @londonsymphony Just made my all time
favourite Dvořák No 8 come to life. I can’t thank you enough!
THU 17 NOV – THE DONATELLA FLICK LSO CONDUCTING COMPETITION FINAL

Jon Jacob German conductor Niklas Hoffmann stunned
with his Elgar variations. @londonsymphony’s transition
into ‘Nimrod’ was stunning. Amazing talent.
Will Campbell-Gibson @londonsymphony Enjoyed
would be an understatement! It was absolutely brilliant.
LSO on absolutely amazing form!
Darshana Ubl Brilliant live performance by @KeremHasan
at the @londonsymphony #dfcc2016

PIANO
Elizabeth Burley

LSO STRING EXPERIENCE SCHEME
Established in 1992, the LSO String Experience
Scheme enables young string players at the
start of their professional careers to gain
work experience by playing in rehearsals
and concerts with the LSO. The scheme
auditions students from the London music
conservatoires, and 15 students per year
are selected to participate. The musicians
are treated as professional ’extra’ players
(additional to LSO members) and receive fees
for their work in line with LSO section players.

The Scheme is supported by
Barbara Whatmore Charitable Trust
Help Musicians UK
Fidelio Charitable Trust
N Smith Charitable Settlement
Lord and Lady Lurgan Trust
LSO Patrons
Polonsky Foundation

London Symphony Orchestra
Barbican
Silk Street
London
EC2Y 8DS
Registered charity in England No 232391
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